Several mathematical models have been proposed to describe the dynamics of irradiated cancer cells and to evaluate the tumour control probability (TCP). In this article, we propose a TCP model-based statistical test for predicting the outcome of a radiation treatment. We determine the foresight capability of prostate tumour erradication (cure) from Monte Carlo simulations of the Dawson-Hillen TCP model. We construct the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves of the test from the probability distributions of the fraction of remaining tumour cells for simulated experiments that evolve either to cure or non-cure. Simulations show that a similar procedure may be applicable to clinical data. Results suggest that the evaluation of tumour sizes after the treatment has started may be used for short-term prognosis.
Introduction
Tumour Control Probability (TCP) models have been widely used to compare different strategies in cancer therapy [1] [2] [3] [4] . Some of these models have properties derived from multi-cellular biological systems approach and are analyzed either by continuum or cell-based models [5] . It has been shown recently that for the case of prostate cancer-and low proliferating tumours in general-diferent TCP models for radiotherapy lead practically to the same predictions regarding the TCP evolution in time [6] , suggesting the use of simpler and more computationally feasible models in the clinic. However these simpler models tend to neglect the peculiar biological differences between tumours. The Monte Carlo method plays a fundamental role when one aims to include such differences into the TCP calculations.
The radiotherapy consists of depositing a certain amount of radiation dose into the tissue in order to kill the tumour cells. The dose is defined as the radiation energy deposited into the tissue per unit mass and is measured in units of gray (1 Gy = 1 Joule·kg
−1
). The treatment involves strategies which maximize the dose on the tumour while minimize it on the normal surrounding tissue [7] . Although the accuracy and precision of the dose have improved considerably due to technological advances [8] , these are still limiting factors for a total success in radiotherapy [9, 10] . Various studies have evaluated the effects of the non-uniformity of the dose deposition and heterogeneity of cancer cells in the same tumour [8, 11] . Recently, the tumour control in radiation therapy was revised by Zaider and Hanin [12] .
In this context, we propose a TCP model-based test for prediction of tumour erradication (cure) in radiotherapy. We obtain sampled data from Monte Carlo simulations of the two-compartment Dawson-Hillen (DH) model [1, 6] . We add a gaussian noise into the radiation dose in order to simulate the uncertainty on its deposition. Our simulations follow a particular protocol of radiation therapy for prostate cancer. A positive aspect of this procedure is that both diversity of patients and dose imprecision can be simulated. To determine the statistical power of the proposed test, we construct its receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve from the probability distribution of the fraction of remaining tumour cells for simulated experiments that evolve either to cure or non-cure. ROC curve is an important tool which has been widely used in many research areas such as radiology [13] and signal analysis [14] [15] [16] . In a recent study [17] ROC curves were used in prediction procedures related to prostate disease. 
Monte Carlo
where and are respectively the number of cells and the mean death rates (caused by the radiation) in the active and quiescent compartments at time . For our purposes, it is also usefull to define 2 as the total number of tumour cells (active and quiescent ones) at time .
The mean death rate is related to the survival fraction [2] in the corresponding compartment. After receiving a certain amount of radiation dose , acumulated in the time interval
, the expected fraction of surviving cells in the compartment is given by i i i  well known in the literature as the Linear-Quadratic Model [18] , where i
 and i  are parameters related to the radio-
so that the time evolution of the mean death rate is written as [2]      
where is the dose rate. Since dividing cells are more sensitive to radiation   
A Monte Carlo Implementation for Sampling
Gong et al. [6] compared different TCP models regarding to clinical treatment protocols for prostate cancer. In this study, the Monte Carlo method was used as a valid approach to determine the tumour survival for one and twocompartment models.
In the present study, we propose a TCP model-based test for radiotherapy and evaluate its statistical power. For this purpose, we now describe a general Monte Carlo procedure for sampling and constructing the ROC curve of the test.
In our approach, the dynamics of tumour growth and death is governed by Equations (1), (2) and (3) of the DH two-compartment TCP model. In this way, for a time step t  each cancer cell can: 1) migrate from quiescent compartment to the active one with probability t  ; 2) divide by mitosis in the active compartment with probability t  , thus originating two cells in the quiescent compartment; 3) be killed by radiation in the respective compartment with probability or; 4) remain unchanged otherwise. For each Monte Carlo experiment, the system evolves in time according to the above probabilistic rules. Clinically, the treatment is interrupted when the prescribed maximum dose is reached. Table 1 shows a typical schedule for prostate cancer treatment used in our simulations: the nominal dose d received per fraction, the daily frequency of irradiation, the number of treatment days per week, the total number of treatment days and the corresponding nominal dose .
max
This protocol corresponds to the treatment schedule used by Parsons et al. [19] except for the number of treatment days per week. In Parsons' protocol, no radiation dose is deposited on weekends so that such number is 5 as usual in standard treatments. Nevertheless, in our simulations the treatment is never interrupted so that the probability of tumour eradication can be continuously evaluated as function of time. In this way, statistical analysis is prevented from gaps in time if dose is deposited everyday. Naturally, such analysis can be extended to weekends off schedules. Table 2 lists typical prostate cancer parameters used in our simulations: the initial number of tumour cells (active and quiescent ones), the net mean rates for mitosis   0 0 N  and migration  (both ones discounted   from natural death rates in the active and quiescent compartments, respectively, as in reference [3] ) and the parameters i  and i  related to the radiosensitivities in the compartment. The chosen parameters are the same ones as used by Gong et al. [6] when studying the DH two-compartment model. Prostate tumours have different radiosensitivities [20] (and thus react differently to the treatment) since cancer cells properties differ from one tumour to another and even in the same tumour. Nevertheless, cells in the same compartment of the model are considered to be identical [3] .
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Noise in the Absorbed Dose
During the j-th time interval , . Although the calculation of the dose that the patient is supposed to receive has considerably improved in recent years, the clinicians still find it a limiting factor [7, 21] to successfully eliminate the tumour. Indeed, the geometry of the tumour cannot be perfectly determined, the organs of the patient can move during irradiation, vascularization of the tumour is very likely to be different from one patient to another as well as between types of tumour cells and so forth. All these factors contribute to uncertainties in the effective dose deposited in the tumour.
In order to take such uncertainties into account, a gaussian noise is added into the dose d received per fraction in our Monte Carlo simulations. In this sense, the effective dose eff absorbed by the tumour is sampled from a Normal distribution with mean d and variance
Besides, the cumulative dose D is assumed to be a stochastic variable with constant probability density function   1
 and its variance is given by . Once the absorbed dose D may be regarded as a continuous time signal, the addition of noise can be quantified in terms of the Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR), a measure used in science to evaluate the power ratio between a signal and a noise in logarithmic decibel (dB) scale. In this case SNR is calculated as 2 2 SNR 10 log .
In the Monte Carlo simulations, we use 10 min   as the irradiation time to achieve a prescribed dose d per fraction ( 1.2 Gy d  as indicated in Table 1 ). The variance of the signal is   ). The quadratic term in the exponent of Equation (2) is responsible for the drastic effect of radiation on tumour cells. As SNR decreases, undesirable extreme doses can eventually occur. For lower doses the cell killing is moderate but for larger ones the quadratic term becomes dominant so the expected fraction of surviving cells decays abruptely. Hence tumour tends to be eradicated earlier as SNR decreases.
The Probability of Tumour Control
Tumour control occurs if clonogenic tumour cells are absent at the end of radiation treatment. Following this concept, we define cure as tumour eradication within the provided period of treatment. Thus a simulated experiment is said to evolve to cure (if the number of tumour cells falls to zero within this period) or non-cure (otherwise). As already pointed out, the time T for clinical treatment is determined by the prescribed maximum dose max . For the protocol used in our simulations (see Table 
In other words, the success factor is null at time if at least one tumour cell is present; otherwise, it is equal to one.
t
The probability   TC P t of tumour control (or simply TCP) is defined as the probability of tumour eradication (i.e., the probability of finding no tumour clonogenic cells) at time t. Numerically, this can be evaluated as the relative frequency of the essays in which tumour eradication (success) is observed at time t. As larger the sampling,   TC P t tends to approximate to a continuous function as predicted by mean-field equations [6] . Rigorously, the relative frequency is calculated in the limit that the number M of simulations tends to infinity [6] :
Tumour control probabilities are evaluated as functions of time for 10 5 Monte Carlo simulations with SNR = −1.25 dB and SNR = −10.79 dB. The resulting curves (shown in Figure 3 ) are monotonically increasing functions of time and resemble cumulative distributions. In fact, the probability of tumour control at time t (see Figure 3) is exactly the cumulative distribution of the frequencies of tumour eradication (see Figure 2) up to time t. On the other hand, the time derivative of   TC leads to the frequency of eradication as function of time. Consistently, the cumulative distribution is observed to increase earlier if SNR decreases.
P t

ROC Curves
We propose a Monte Carlo procedure for ROC analysis. It starts with a statistical hypothesis testing. The null hypothesis 0 H establishes that a patient undergone to radiotherapy is not cured within the treatment period (this event is referred as negative and denoted by −). The 
are supposed true, respectively (time dependence is omitted for simplicity). The sensitivity of the method can be evaluated from the knowledge of the continuous distribution of i , as the conditional probability of a true positive. So sensitivity is the probability of predicting cure when the treatment in fact evolves to cure and can be expressed as
In a analogous way, the specificity is the conditional probability of a true negative, that is, the probability of predicting non-cure when the treatment does not evolve to cure and can be expressed as
Therefore sensitivity and specificity can be evaluated in each compartment separately as well as in both of them. In this context, the ROC curve is the plot of   ROC curves are determined from the probability distributions at time t corresponding to the end of the 2nd treatment day. This time is chosen for clinical reasons. First, the tumour is expected to decrease considerably as the treatment proceeds so that actual measurement of the tumour size tends to become more difficult as time passes. Second, a clinical prediction about the patient evolution would make more sense in the beginning of the treatment. For comparison, Figure 4 illustrates the probability distributions of the fraction 0 f of tumour cells resulting from simulations on the 2nd and 7th treatment days for experiments which evolve to cure and non-cure, separately. For each graph, the sum of the frequencies corresponding to both events (cure and non-cure) is normalized to unity. The horizontal axis is in logarithmic scale in order to avoid that the plot for the 7th day gets squeezed. As expected, smaller tumour sizes are observed on the 7th day due to the cumulative dose.
Probability distributions of the fraction of tumour cells are also dependent on the prescribed maximum dose D man and therefore on the number of treatment days. Figure 5 presents the frequency distribution of 0 f on the second day of treatment based on experiments which evolve to cure (red line plot shaded by orange colour) or non-cure (blue line plot) for three values of prescribed dose (D man = 75 Gy, 85 Gy and 95 Gy). Again, the sum of the frequencies corresponding to both conditions (cure and non-cure) is normalized to unity. For smaller doses (e.g., D man = 75 Gy), most simulations evolve to non-cure so that statistics is poor for evaluating sensitivity. On the other side, for higher doses (e.g., D man = 95 Gy), most simulations evolve to cure so that statistics is poor for evaluating specificity. number of occurences of each event (cure and non-cure) which can be seen in Figure 5 .
In the present analysis, we investigate the behaviour of the variables 0 f (total surviving fraction), 1 f (fraction of active cells) and 2 f (fraction of quiescent cells), the three of them measured at time corresponding to the end of the 2nd day of treatment. Figure 6 shows the probability distributions for the total fraction of surviving tumour cells (bottom graph) and for the fractions of active (top graph) and quiescent (middle graph) cells. Red and blue line plots correspond to the events cure and non-cure, respectively. For each condition, the distribution of cells in the active compartment is concentrated at around fraction 0.37 whereas the distribution in the quiescent compartment presents two pronounced peaks at fractions 0.10 and 0.53 and a small peak at fraction 0.20. As a result, the distribution of 0 f is two-peaked. As expected, the locations of both peaks in the bottom graph (at around fractions ROC curves were determined from the probability distributions corresponding to the following values of signal to noise ratio: SNR = −1.25 dB (Figure 7) and SNR = −10.79 dB (Figure 8) . The behaviour of the ROC curves for the quiescent or total compartments does not change significatively as SNR varies. For the active compartment, both sensitivity and specificity tend to increase slightly as SNR increases.
From a clinical point of view, evaluation of the frac- tion i f of tumour cells by medical images (at time t corresponding to the 2nd treatment day) would lead to prediction of cure (if i f were observed to be less than some threshold i f  ) or non-cure (otherwise). For a good prediction, both sensitivity and specificity of the method should be as high as possible. As a criterion for determining optimum values for sensitivity and specificity (and therefore the corresponding threshold i f
), one can choose the point of ROC curve whose geometrical distance from point (1-specificity = 0, specificity = 1) is minimum. These optimum values and the corresponding critical fraction of tumour cells in each compartment (for both SNR = −1.25 dB and −10.79 dB) are presented on Table 3 . For instance, according to such criterium, optimum values are achieved by adopting as a threshold (for SNR = −1.25 dB). In this case, if the fraction of remaining cells is estimated as smaller (greater) than 0.45, the clinician is able to predict that tumour will evolve to cure (non-cure) with 50% (62%) of certainty.
f
As an alternative criterium for choosing the threshold, one may require that sensitivity equals to specificity. For our simulated data, such requirement leads to the fol- 
Conclusion
Up to now TCP models have been analysed with regards to computational and complexity aspects [6] . In this paper we have proposed a TCP model-based test for radiotherapy and determined its ROC curve. Our Monte Carlo approach was applied to the DH TCP model (for a particular treatment protocol) and is extensible to other models and protocols. Gaussian noise was introduced in Table 3 . Sensitivities P(+|+) and specificities P(−|−) for active, quiescent and total fraction of cells and for two different Signal to Noise Ratios SNR = {−1.25, −10.79} dB. the absorbed dose to simulate its uncertainties. The fraction of remaining tumour cells (on the 2nd radiation treatment day) was taken as a statistical variable for testing the hypothesis that tumour is not eradicated within the treatment period against the alternative hypothesis of cure. Sensitivity and specificity of the test were calculated by computational simulations for two different SNRs. Results suggest that a similar test may be applicable to clinical data. Instead of data simulated from TCP models, one can use real data to estimate the ROC curve. The evaluation of tumour sizes after the treatment has started may be used for short-term prognosis thus serving as a guide for clinician during radiotherapy. Medical images of tumour size can eventually be used to estimate the test statistic. For instance, if clinician-based on real data-knows in advance that treatment is likely to evolve to non-cure, strategies for treatment may be changed.
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